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Q-1Write the name of printed products any five with their definitions.               ( 2*5=10) 

Ans-These are basically printed product used in printing and publicity industries widely. there 

are so many products in our daily life we used. Each and every printed product  have their 

importance and technical specification and use as per their requirements. As per their use and 

name these are as follows- 

1.LEAFLETS-A printed sheet of paper containing information or advertising and usually 

distributed free. Leaflets are the perfect way to promote your business and stand out from the 

crowd. Unlock your market with leaflets, and create that suits you best from wide range of sizes 

and styles.   

2.BOOKLETS- A small book or group of pages; Postage stamp booklet, made up of one or 

more sheets with cover printed. Liner notes, writings found in booklets which come inserted 

into Products carton. such as instruction manuals, operating manuals booklets etc. 

3.CATALOUGES-a complete list of items, typically one in alphabetical or other systematic order, 

in particular booklet .such as catalogues of book ,shirts, materials the company is manufacturing 

etc. 

4.NEWSPAPER-a printed publication (usually issued daily or weekly) consisting of folded     

unstapled sheets and containing news, articles, advertisements, and correspondence. such 

as RAJASTHAN PATRIKA, TIMES OF INDIA ,Employment news etc. 

         5.CARTONS-A small, light box or container in which drinks or foodstuffs are packaged.                 

"a carton of milk",  biscuits, wafers etc. These are basically used in packaging industries. 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Q-2 Make a line diagram of type showing their parts?                                                          (5) 

Answer-The type  were used for composing of matters in letterpress printing process. The line 

diagram showing their parts as follows-
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Q-1Write the name of different printing processes and explain letterpress printing process in 

detail.                                                                                                                                (5) 

Answer-There are so many printing processes are used in printing industry. These processes are 

used for different printing surfaces as per requirements and their needs. Some times depends on 

quality and quantity also. The major and traditional printing processes are as follws-  

1Letter press. printing process. 

2.Offset printing process. 

3.gravure printing processs. 

4.Silk screen printing process. 

5.Flexography printing process. 

6.Die stamping process. 

7. Thermography 

8.Holography. 

9.Digital printing 

10.Dry Offset printing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 LETTER PRESS PRINTING PROCESS-Letterpress printing is a technique of relief printing 

using a printing press, a process by which many copies are produced by repeated direct 

impression of an inked, raised surface against sheets or a continuous roll of paper. ... In theory, 

anything that is "type hight" or .918 inches can be printed using letterpress. Letterpress printing 

has become the go-to printing technique for wedding invitations, greeting cards, and business 

cards. It began with hand-set wood and metal type. Designing for letterpress today begins on a 

computer, and as such, new fonts, embellished ornaments, graphics, patterns, and complicated 

multi-color designs can be produced with relative ease.Metallic types are used to compose page 

and transfer on a galley  and tie in a metal frame ( known as chase.).The chase is loaded on 

machine to take a print from inked roller of machine.The printing surface is usually a paper or 

sheet  or board. 

                                           

Q-2Make a line diagram of an offset printing machine(single color).name their parts. 

Answer-Theline daigram of offset printing  machine is as follws:- 

 



Q-3Write short notes on following-                                                                 (2.5*2) 

1.Screen printing 

2.Lithography. 

ANSWER- 

1.SCREEN PRINTING-Screen printing, is a method of creating an image on paper, fabric or some other 

object by pressing ink through a screen with areas blocked off by a stencil. The technique is used both 

for making fine art prints and for commercial applications, such as printing a company's logo on coffee 

mugs or t-shirts.  

Method in which ink is applied directly to the surface to be printed (substrate). The image to be 

printed is photographically transferred to a very fine fabric (the screen) such that the non-printing 

areas are blocked off and the fabric serves as a stencil. The ink is wiped across the screen to pass 

through the unblocked pores and reach the substrate. 

2.LITHOGRAPHY- Lithography, planographic printing process that makes use of the grease and 

water. In the lithographic process, ink is applied to a grease-treated image on the flat printing surface; 

non image (blank) areas, which hold moisture, repel the lithographic ink. Lithography refers to a 

lithograph print that is made from an image which has been applied to a flat surface. It is a method of 

printing based on the principle that oil and water do not mix. Printing is done from a stone (lithographic 

limestone) or a metal plate with a grained surface; using oil-based inks.  
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Q.1. टाइप का िचत्र बनाकर उसके सभी भागो को प्रदिशर्त कीिजये|    5  

 
Answer- 

 
 

Q.2. भरक सामिग्रय  की एक सूिच बनाइये एवं उनके बारे म संक्षपे म बताइये|    5  

Answer- 
 Spacing Materials are two type  

A. The spacing material which are use to create space e.g. words spacing materials and leads. 
B. The spacing materials which are used to fill-up the blank space , e.g. Clumps, Reglets & 

Quotations. 
 

1. Words Spacing Materials List. 
a) Em Quad 
b) En Quad  
c) Thick Space 
d) Middle Space 

e) Thin Space 
f) Middle Space 
g) Thin Space 
h) Hair Space 

2. Line Spacing Material List. 
a) Leads – use for giving space between Lines 
b) Reglets- made of Wooden use for reduce cost & the weight of spacing materials 
c) Quotations- used for fill-up the blank space in the columns of a tabular matter and 

also in chases while composing and locking the composed matter. 
d) Circular Quads- these quads used for setting circular, oval or curved shaped printing. 
e) Angle Quads- these quads are mainly used to ensure accurate setting and save 

wastage of materials, time and labour. 
3. Furnitures. 

Furniture use for furnish the compose matters for locking them up in a chase and for 
filling-up the large blank spaces.  They are four types as follows 

a) Wooden Furniture 
b) Metal Furniture 
c) Cast Iron Furniture 
d) Inter locking Steel Furniture 

4. Rules, Borders and Ornaments 
These are special printing elements used to separate or decorate the printed matters. 

5. Locking-up Quoins 
These are locking-up devices used for securing printing elements in a chase to print 
on machines. Quoins made of two types  
a) Wooden Quoins 
b) Mechanical Quoins 
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(A) Justification (B) Copy Fitting (C) Em-En Relation (Point System) 

 
(A) Justification-  

 
The Method of increasing & decreasing the space between the words to complete the line 
is called Justification. The types of Justification are as follows- 

a. left—the text is aligned along the left margin or gutter, also known as left-
aligned, ragged right or ranged left; 

b. right—the text is aligned along the right margin or gutter, also known as right-
aligned, ragged left or ranged right; 

c. justified—text is aligned along the left margin, and letter- and word-spacing is 
adjusted so that the text falls flush with both margins, also known as fully 
justified or full justification; 

d. centered—text is aligned to neither the left nor right margin; there is an even gap on 
each side of each line. 
 

(B) Copy Fitting-  

The method of calculating the size of the type to fill up the given number of pages with a 
fixed printing area is called ‘Copy Fitting’. The method of calculating copy fitting is- 

 
              MP X DP X P 

TA    =     -------------------- 
                     WC X 3 
 

(C) Em- En Relation (Point System)- 
 
A point is the smallest unit of measuring types and all other printing and spacing 
materials used in the printing industry. The method by which the point is used as a 
system of measurement is known as a ‘Point Systems’. The width of ‘point’ and its 
relationship with other units is as follows: 
 

1 point   =  1/72 inch    or 1” = 72 points 
12 points  =  1 em pica 
6 ems pica  =  1” 
1 em   =  2 ens 
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Q-1What is Photography? Write  their steps in brief.                                                (5) 

Answer-Photography is the science, art, application and practice of creating images by recording light 

or other electromagnetic radiation, either electronically by means of an image sensor( that is a process 

camera)  and treated  chemically by means of a light-sensitive material such as photographic film. The 

final output may be a negative or positive use for reproduction in photography The photography  is 

done by using  the following steps  in printing industry for reproduction process as follows- 

1.Loading the copy or original on process camera. 

2.Centering and focusing the image on ground glass .Load the light sensitive fim. 

3.Exposing the image on process camera. 

4.Developing the image  in (solution A and B) DEVELOPER. 

5.Fixing the image in hypo solution. 

6.Washing  and drying the film. 

Finally got the negative  of the original in negative form. 

Q-2 What is Process Camera? Explain any one in brief.                                                             (5) 

Answer-The process camera is an electronic equipment used in process photography for making 

photographic images on film or light sensitive materials .These cameras were basically used for making 

lithographic films in the form of negative or positive. These cameras were also used for the production 

of the copy( Original ).These negatives prepared by the process camera used for letterpress printing and 

offset printing image formation. There were two types of camera in general used: 

Gallery type camera and darkroom cameras. These cameras were defined  as per their positions.  

Horizontally and Vertically. The difference between these two types of cameras. 

 Gallery typecamera: kept outside or in a hall and Dark room cameras were kept inside the dark room. 

The operating system work kept only in the dark room. There were two different kinds of cameras In the 

gallery type cameras(a) Gallery type horizontal camera (b) Gallery type vertical cameras. 

Dak cameras: (a)Dark room horizontal camera (b)Dark room vertical camera. 

Vertical dark room camera:- Process cameras are large studio-type cameras that use sheet film or paper. 

These  cameras  may  be  horizontal  or  vertical  in  construction.  Horizontal process  cameras  are 

 either  darkroom  cameras  or  gallery  cameras.    Darkroom cameras have the film plane built into a 

wall. The other side of the wall is in the  darkroom.  Darkroom  cameras  are  loaded  with  film  from 

 the  darkroom. Repositioning copy requires you to exit the darkroom and enter the part of the shop or 

studio that houses the forward part of the camera.    Gallery cameras  are  free-standing  horizontal 



 units.  Vertical  process  cameras  take  up less space.    Both horizontal and vertical process cameras are 

available with fully  automated  exposure  control.  Some  of  the  newer  process  cameras automatically 

develop the film or paper after exposure.  

Q-3Write short notes on following:-                                                                                                  (2.5*2) 

(a)Pocess Film 

(b) Line negative. 

ANSWER-(a)Process Film-Black and white negative processing is the chemical means by which 

photographic film and paper is treated after photographic exposure to produce a negative or positive 

image. Photographic processing transforms the latent image into a visible image, makes this permanent 

and renders it insensitive to light. Its used in line photography. it has different layers. The main 

important layer of the film is the light sensitive emulsion layer made of AgBr solution .which reacts with 

the presence of light. 

(b)LINE NEGATIVE-Line negative is prepared for reproduction of black and white copy .The image is draw 

in line formation and its reproduce using process camera  and film. The light sensitive film is loaded on 

ground glass of the camera and vacuum is created..make the exposure for 15 secs. Release the film  and 

develop in developing solution. Check the blackness  and development of the visible image on film .as 

soon as its got black wash the  negative into the stop bath solution. if its ok  drop into the fixing solution 

(made of hypo) for 10 to 15 minutes... After fixation of the image its get wash and dry. After drying make 

retouching on the film and finally got the line negative for the reproduction. 
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Q1. Describe about any one photoengraving metal.      5 
marks 
 

Answer- Photo engraving metal is four types which is as follows Copper, Zinc, Brass, Magnesium 
Copper- Very expensive metal its melting point is 1980° F , use for achieving local correction and 

halftone tonal value. 42°fecl3 (aq.) solution used for etching. This metal is also etch by 
electromechanically. Some times its used for delicate work or line original work because smooth 
deposition of ink is possible from copper line block 
Zinc - Very cheap metal used for photo engraving suitable for coarse halftone screen it is used with 
any type of photo resist. etching rate of this metal is fast . 42°HNo3 (aq.) solution used for etching. 
Quality of Etching is very good. Melting point of this metal is 788°F 
Brass- use for stamping plate, embossing dye and name plate also used for long run job of line & 
halftone work to be store for long time. 45°fecl3 (aq.) solution used for etching this plate. Etching rate 
is very slow of this plate. 
Magnesium- Introduce by mega plate co-operation in 1954 available in thickness between .0625 to 
.250 inch. copper & zinc used for heavy weight but magnesium is for light weight. Etching rate is 
very fast compression to  Zinc. 5% Nitric Acid used for its etching. 
 
Q2.Explain exposure conditions?        5 
marks 
 
Answer-  

 The glass free from any foreign particle 
 The Negative & Plates are warmed to drive off any moisture 
 Even pressure should be create between negative & glass or Plate properly 
 Exposure intensity should be even on ground glass 
 Room temp between 22-25°C 
 Proper & enough Vacuum should be create between plate & negative & glass 

Q3.Write a Short note on         2.5 X 2 
Marks 

1. Etchent  2. Block 

Answer- 

Etchent – A chemical solution which is used for etching metal plate called etchant. Two type of 
etchant used for plate etching first one is FeCl3 (for Copper & Brass plate) second one is HNo3 (for 
Zinc & Magnesium) 
 
Block- This is a combination of metal plate and wooden block incorporated to etch other metal plate 
which is carrying a image or matter sometime both and this plate is mounted on wooden block now 
the whole block is prepare for letterpress printing. The height of block is equal to type height which is 
.918” 
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Q1. Explain work of Editorial Department? 

Answer- The main function of editorial department is 
 Collection of news
 Selection of news and features
 Editing of news and features
 Interpretation of the news
 Editorial and selection of lead articles

Q2. Explain work of Circulation Department? 5 Marks 

Answer-The main function of Circulation Department 

 Promoting Sale of newspaper by giving advance information to readers
 Cooperating and coordination with the dealers and sellers
 Collecting & scrutinising relevant information about competitive newspaper
 Conductive market survey for future planning
 Supplying circulation information to RNI, District Collector, PRO of the state

govt.

Q3. Write a short Note 2.5 x 2 Marks 

1. News Reporter 2. Advertisement

News Reporter- A reporter is the gatherer of news, and as such performs an important 
function in a newspaper establishment. As he has to gather news, he is required to be on the 
move most of the time usually within the area allotted to him. He has to interview persons 
and attend public functions and meetings, press conferences and law courts to investigate 
events of public interest, to collect news and to ascertain news on contemporary events. 
Example City reporter, Crime reporter. 

Advertisement- Corporate houses, Companies, Shopkeeper and individuals are giving 
advertisement to newspaper for circulating our plans, reports, information to public in written 
form. Newspaper advertisement categorised into two types Display advertisement, Classified 
Advertisement.   
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